Program will include selections from the following:

Joyous Reunion  
Ernie Watts  
Arr. Mike Crotty

Secret Love  
Sammy Fain  
Arr. Dave Wolpe

Rosa Mae  
Mary Lou Williams  
Arr. Paul Armstrong

Neener Neener  
Remy Le Boeuf

Never No Lament  
Duke Ellington  
Transcribed by David Berger

Pete Wheeler  
Jacob Mann

Everything In Its Right Place  
Radiohead  
Arr. James Miley

The Jazz Police  
Gordon Goodwin

ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

REEDS
Shauna Bailey, Liam Bird, Clare Knessch, Paolo Radam, Alexandre Rozenberg, Joshua Williams*

TRUMPETS
Megan Harley, Toshi Kawabe, Michael Meilleur, Matthew Usher*, Richard Wang

TROMBONES
Will Cavanagh, Lucas DeMello, Jessica Kumar, Jenna Lawrence*, Jacob McFarlane

RHYTHM SECTION
Piano: Stephen Babin, Alexandru Poru  
Guitar: Cameron Gorski, Madeline Hall*  
Bass: Seamus Millar  
Drums: Ryan Breen, Joseph Cantarutti

*Section Leader

Music changes lives. So do our donors.  
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695